Get to know your remote.

**Fan On/Off.** Turns the fan on or off

**Light On/Off.** Turns the light on or off

**Up.** Increases fan speed or light brightness

**Down.** Decreases fan speed or light brightness

**Timer.** Each press extends timer one hour (up to eight)

**Clear.** Clears active fan timer

**Whoosh.** Varies fan speed to simulate a natural breeze

**Sleep.** Automatically adjusts fan speed while you sleep

_Do not expose the remote to water._
Remote not working? Try these steps.

Make sure you have removed the plastic tab from the battery tray and the fan is receiving power. Try the remote again.

---

Want to reverse your fan? Read this first.

We do not recommend reversing your fan. Instead, run the fan at a slow forward speed to push warm air down and keep your space evenly comfortable from floor to ceiling.

Still want to reverse your fan? Bring the fan to a complete stop. Press Whoosh, Whoosh, Whoosh, Speed Up.